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ONE MAN. ONE GUN. ONE INESCAPABLE CONCLUSION. 

CASE CLOSED 
BY GERALD POSNER 

Revealed: 
• New information from Oswald's still-classified KGB file 	and an exclusive 

interview with the agent assigned to him after he defected to the Soviet Union 

• Indisputable evidence from new computer enhancements of the Zapruder film, 
of how many shots were fired and at precisely what time 

• Conclusive ballistics and medical proof of the "single bullet" theory 

• New facts showing why the multitude of conspiracy theories are false or unsupported 
by credible evidence 

• An unsettling: look at how the FBI and the CIA compromised the 
Warren Commis&ion Report by withholding vital information 

Three decades after the assassination of 
John F. Kennedy, a brilliant, overwhelming book 
provides closure to the tragedy no one can forget. 

Here is the true and complete story. Breaking new factual and psychological ground, a stunning new portrait of Lee Harvey Oswald emerges — stripped 

of media-speak; delivering an emotional reality never before glimpsed by the American people. A work of monumental research, meticulous 

synthesis, and inescapable conclusion, Case Closed resolves America's most painful mystery. 

"Brilliant and meticulous... With the skill of a good novelist, but a novelist possessed of the facts, Posner follows Oswald's tormented movements. 

Case Closed has helped lay to rest one of the great cultural and political scandals of our time." — ISTILIA.M.STVIRON 

"This case has indeed been closed by Mr. Posner's work...His chapter on the single bullet isa roux de force, absolutely brilliant, 
absolutely convincing." 	 — STEPHEN E. AMBROSE 

"Brilliantly researched, utterly convincing and compelling. AL last, the voice of sanity...a long-awaited, much-needed antidote to 
the conspiracy theorists. If you read only one book on the assassination, let it be this." 	— DAVID WISE 

RANDOM w HOUSE 

If you paid full price, you didn't buy it at 
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Hardcovers in Brie 

unman nets oantooma -n onto too..., 
Eileen Franklin testifying against her hither (right) during the murder trials 

NONFICTION 

Stuck in Time: The Tragedy of Childhood Men. 
tal Illness, by Lee Gutkind (Henry Holt, $251 This 
book by a professor at the University of Pittsburgh 
is a chronicle of the lives of three teenagers with 
serious mental illnesses and their experiences in the 
labyrinth of American health care. There are, says 
Gutarind '7.$ to 9.5 million U.S, children who suffer 
from serious mental health problems. Four fifths of 
those children receive no treatment while even the 
lucky' remaining minority are often treated inap-
propriately." Gutkinds book is based at extensive 
interviews with children, parents, families, physi-
cians and administrators; and while his book focuses 
on three lives in particular. the resulting picture is a 
troubling stew of the challenges that all similar fam-
ilies must face in dealing with institutional bureau-
Melee. 

Ones Upon a nue: A True Story of Memory, 
Murder, and tie. Law, by Harry N. MacLean 

$22.50). In 1989. Eileen Franklin re-
ported that she had quitesuddenly remembered wit-
nessing the death of her best bleed 20 years earlier, 
when they were both eight years old. In a method-
tal recreation of the crime, she described the man 
who had done the deed. It was her own father. 
George Fraddin. "In one sense.' writes true crime 
writer Harry MacLean, "this book is about the mur-
der of a little girl in Foster City. Calif. in t969, and 
the trial of her alleged murderer in Redwood City in 
1990. In a much larger sense this book is about the 
nature of human memory, an elusive and slier little 
understood function of the mind.' It might be, posits 
MacLean, that Eileen Franklin's recollection was 
created in her imagination as an explanation for her 
difficult childhood and her cruel father. Despite the 
opportunities for psychologizing, this is in essence a 
book that builds to the murder trial with all the dra-
matic tension of its precedent-setting case. 

Me Heide: The Saga of American Doctor 
George Retina In China, by Sidney Shapiro (Cy-
press Press, $37.501. Young George Harem disap-
pointed the relatives who had struggled to find mon-
ey during the Depression to send him to medical 
school by going to Shanghai shortly after graduat-
mg. He planned a brief stay "because he thought be 
could learn more about venereal disesse. as well as 
malana, hookworm and yellow fever.' In fact, no-
body in his family was to see him for nearly 20 
years. China's medical problems fascinated Harem, 
and its social inequities troubled him. Known as Ma 
Haide, Harem' not only made important contribu-
tions to public health control of venereal diseases 
but also gained intimate knowledge of China. Writ-
ten by a China scholar and longtime friend of Harem, 
this biography remembers a figure whose devotion 
to medical research in China eventually won him 
international recognition. 

A Writer's Diary: Volute On*, 1813.1876, by 
Fyoder Dostoeesky: translated by Kenneth Lantz 
(Northwestern University. 549.95); Notes from 

Undenprausid: by Fyodor Doster"•.- -  • inslated by 
Richard Pevear and Larissa V.;. • • • v (Knopf, 
$20). In Gary Saul Morson's lengJ 	Niuction to 
A Writer's Diary, he establislut 	Dostoevsky 
hoped that this project would bec!vrn a Sand of total 
artwork—one mixing fact, fiction Ater opinion, while 
aiming above all to capture the creative imagination 
as it brooded on contemporary sews and events. 
Originally a column in a periodical, the diary quickly 
became a self-published newsletter of Os own. In 
effect. the great 19th-century novelist was hoping to 
create a new medium with the fluidity and immedi-
acy of an electronic bulletin board. Nora from Lls. 
&wound is, of course, one of the world's most in-
fluential short novels, an account of the collision of 
impulse and reason in the soul of modern man lit 
opens, famously, with the words: "I am a sick man"). 
This new edition follows upon the Pevearl 
Volokhanaky translations of The Brothers Koranta. 
zoo and Crum. and Punishment. 

The Civilization of the Middle Aim, by Norman 
F. Cantor ItiarperCollins. $35). This volume, orig-
inally titled Medieval History 11963). has been re-
vised and expanded; about a third of the material is 
new, taking in current studies on "social structure. 
particularly on women's and family history and an 
medieval piety and heresy.' That such a volume is 
brought out by a trade publisher, rather than by a 
university press, testifies to the felt need for a good 
book for general readers on this fascinating period of 
history. Don't 171415 the reading lists. Cantor's pro-
mo works include the well-received innenring Ike 
Middle Ages, a scholarly, anecdotal and often highly 
opinionated account of the achievemer.ts of such 
20th-century medievalists as J.R.R. Tolluen R.W. 
Southern, Marc Bloch and David Knowles. 

The Faber Book of Art Anecdotes: edited by Ed-
ward Lucie-Smith (Faber, $29.95). Of course, the 
pictures are what matter, but anyone fond of Wat-
teau. Rembrandt or Matisse enjoys hearing stories 
about these and other masters. As Watteau lay dy-
ing, he sent away a crucify presented to him be-
cause it was so badly carved Ingres used to cover 
his eyes when passing by one of Delacroix's can-
vases: 'I've no need to know how not to do it.' Pi-
casso claimed that wartime camouflage derived from 
cubtsm. Poussin 'could not stand the work of 
Caravaggio. and said that he had been brought into 
the world m ardor to destroy painting.' Tintnrette 
asked which were the most beautiful colors, an-
swered: "Black and white. The first gives strength 
to the figures by deepening the shadows, the second 
gives relief." Gicads famous aucifnt, it is said 
(apocryphally, one hopes), was painted from the life, 
or rather death: The artist reportedly persuaded 
poor man to be bound to a cross and promised to 
reward him; instead he stabbed him in the heart and 
then painted his dying agomes. How he tricked the 
pope into absolution for his acme 5110579 that Giottc 
might easily have traded in his paint box far a law-
yer's shingle. 
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WITHOUT REMORSE, by Tom Clancy (Putnam. $24.95). Jot (2) 
Kay strums lurk in Vallannr: danInn 19 City Jima {5 weeie( 

THE BRIDGES OF MADISON COUNTY, by Robert James 	11) 
Waller"Warner, $14 951. Phouvroryker romancer form totte, 
[35 weeks] 

Q LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE: A Novel In Monthly 	Ili 
Y-1 installments with Recipes, Romances and Home 

Remedies. by Laura Esquieel IDealbleday. 517.50). Passionate 
life on the Sferieo- Teem feeder. [20 weeks' 

A THE CLIENT, by lobs Grisham (Doebiscay. $23.50). Cuts kid (4) 
'T and !mono. go an the (MM. ewe ei aeisey Wert [28 menus) 

C THE GOLDEN MEAN: In Which the Extraordinary
J Correspondence of Griffin A Sabine Concludes, by Nick 

Bare.ch 'Chronicle Books, $17.95). 	weeks) 
( VANISHED, by Daruelte Steel (Delatcete. $23.95). Rammer 
lUJ and moire (6 weeks) 

7 STRE
ETS OF LAREDO, by furyMeMertry (Simon & 

 
15) 

Schuster. $25). 'Lonesome Date' fl. weeks( 
 

Q TNE NIGHT MANAGER, by John le Carte (Knopf. $24). 
U Greet, interrtotionet cartel dads in arms and drills 

110 weeks) 

9 A CASE Of NEED, by Michael Crichton writing as Jeff ery 
Hudson (Dutton, $14.951. fleeter arcured cd murder [5 weeks] 

STRIP TEASE, by Cali Hilesea (-Knopf $21). Coretor 	17) 
congirsnuon pursues mate &mar ma South Florida (2 weeks/ 

NONFICTIONIGENERAL 

1 SEINUNGUAGE, by ferry Saalfeld ;Baum. $19.95). 
Tdention funnymett's disturstoe discourse 12 weeks] 

2 AGELESS BODY, TIMELESS MIND: The Quantum 
Alternative to Growing Old. by Deeeak Chopra (Harmony 
Books, 322), Bu,dae d.calk. 19 weeks] 

3 EMBRACED BY THE LIGHT, by Betty 1. Estee (Gold Los( 	a) 
Press $14.95). Serer inap'eanOe. (10 weirs) 

EAT MORE, WEIGH LESS: Dr. Dean OrnIsh's Ufe 	IS) 
Choice Program lee Losing Weight Safely While 
Eating Abundantly, by Dean Orme iflarcerCollias. $22-50). 
Dinh our, guilt hoe (12 weeks[ 

.Z MEN ARE FROM MARS, WOMEN ARE FROM VENUS: A, 15) 
J Practical Guide for Improving Communication and 

Getting What You Want in Your Relationships, by leen 
Gray ilfareerCollins. 520). I:: weeks] 
THE WAY THINGS OUGHT TO BE. by Rush Larnbaugh 
PocSet Reeks. $22).140 weeks) 

7 LISTENING TO PROZAC, by Peter D. Kramer (Vddng. $231. (10 
Aiding mrlandin'y weeks1 

0
MAYBE (MAYBE NOT): Second Thoughts From a 	14) 

4..) Secret UM. by Robert Edelen iVarard. $19) 1.1.0(are 
Seeesiearean Mal [3 weeks] 

a CASE CLOSED: Lee Harvey Oswald and the 
• ASSaluSingtiou al WK. by Gerald Poseer 'Bandon-. House, 

$251 nn)itsr 	lash at ushat &sound. R week' 

10 AMERICAN HERITAGE COLLEGE DICTIONARY: Third 
Edition, ;Houghton Mifflin. $21.95). Mon wends f2 weeks] 

WASHINGTON IS ALSO READING ... 

The following this are selling well in [nisi independent bookstores: 
CONSIDER THIS, SENORA, by Harrel Doerr Iliarcaurt Brace Jo-newel', 
$21.951. Filet ciiteisituretela rn a ma& gum:. rdege(F) 
NOME REPAIRS, by Trey Eli, (limos & Schuster, $71). Pr:raved mime mon 
Maws' Sy women ,F) 

RACE MATTERS. by Camel Wee Olcacra Press. $15). Pewee capitol:pi' and du 
wank fat *idiom m America's swot la NEI 
SWEET WILLIAM: A Memel,' of Old Horse, by Jobe Habit. (Simon & Scherer, 
Sae. Sem& MIS Si kerne', ,novIkIPI 

WILD WOMEN DONT WEAR NO BLUES, ditto by Mice, Golden (Doehkelay, 
5'32.301 &mato .̀1043 sown, nu*. on ata an and tee CND 
WOMEN WHO RUN WITH THE WOLVES: Myth' and Stories of the WWI 
Woman Archetype, by Canna Nivea Estes (Ballaritine.$20).  

Coannb1 01993. rho %ootton Pal 
Boma* ,was . at vale in bawl= silo firm I. too Italmoon mammals nrea ormded 
Of tan Orallart Snow Nan. Cryan. Ohtani. Sew:rota anklenbann. Draktite aunlan 
Mona tall nub oftbo Wanitim Pao leondler Ux. notheri proanneo maw names 
mike Madam wear Woad tmatetor km. Tat 'sfaintarin .1 :Sin Roane lima toad on 
mono ban Bob', fatialitamar. Cb W.,  Dena. Pram a ynow, amnd. &am Storm ml 
Volga Bain 13.1.75ortiOnovela Winn 253.1344000...o... coin 4173. 	09/12747 
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